TO:       Members Of The MJCCBDA
FROM:    Ferrell Lunceford
DATE:    December 18, 1996
SUBJECT: Tryout Material For 1997 All-State Band

Enclosed is the tryout music for the 1997 clinic band. The BARITONE HORN
has one example in TREBLE and one example in BASS. As soon as Kyle sends
me the examples for both treble and bass I will make copies and get them to each
of you. You may wish to make the necessary transpositions for your particular
situation, you'll be able to get it to your student quicker.

Thanks for your cooperation in making the Winter Business Meeting go as
smoothly as it did. I'll be getting the other information concerning clinic: Tryout
Date/Time, audition personnel, housing, and etc., as quickly as possible on
returning from the holidays.

Have a Safe and Happy Holiday and a Prosperous New Year.